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Abstract Vertically aligned multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT) on silica substrate were selectively produced by
the procedure of chemical vapor deposition (CVD). For the
synthesis of the MWCNT films, either acetonitrile (ACN)
or benzene (BZ) was used as carbon sources while
ferrocene (FeCp2) was adopted as catalyst. The packing
organization of the aligned carbon nanotubes on the silica
substrate, and thus the degree of disorder of the produced
MWCNT films, was found to be different. Namely, the
MWCNT2 film, produced upon decay of BZ, seems to be
more disordered compared to MWCNT1, produced upon
decomposition of ACN. In order to examine their prospec-
tive application as electrodes for the detection of electro-
active compounds in organic solvent media, the techniques
of cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) were employed. FeCp2 was selected as
the suitable standard electroactive substance for probing the
fabricated MWCNT electrodes, in view of the fact that
FeCp2 undergoes a fast one-electron oxidation process
forming the ferrocenium cation (FeCp2

+), which is rather
stable during the time scale of the experiments. All
electrochemical experiments were performed in ACN as
solvent medium including n-tetrabutylammonium hexa-
fluorophosphate as supporting electrolyte at room temper-
ature. The extracted CV and EIS results were compared
with those obtained using glassy carbon electrode. The
findings demonstrate the successful detection of FeCp2 in
ACN at both MWCNT films. However, among the films
investigated, the electrode produced upon decay of BZ

seems to be better capacitor, most probably due to its higher
surface area as well as to its small film thickness. Evidently,
the high degree of disorder, which has been observed for
MWCNT2, plays an important role for the increase of its
effective surface area and thus, its capacitance. It is,
however, very interesting that the more disorder MWCNT2

film provides, the greater charge transfer resistance.
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Introduction

Besides being the basic element of life, carbon exhibits a
richness of allotropes with diverse sorts of carbon–carbon
bonds and different physical and chemical properties. The
discovery of new forms of carbon, such as fullerenes and
carbon nanotubes (CNT), offers many promising potential
applications in the field of nanoscience and nanotechnolo-
gy. The CNT, discovered in 1991 by Sumio Iijima [1], are
allotropes of carbon with cylindrical nanostructure, which
resemble graphite rolled up to a tube. Conceptually, single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) can be considered to be
formed by the rolling of a single layer of graphite into a
seamless cylinder. Consequently, a multiwalled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT) can be similarly considered to be a
coaxial assembly of cylinders of SWCNT, one within
another. The method which was found to be efficient and
selective for the synthesis of either SWCNT or MWCNT is
the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [2, 3]. The synthesis
of CNT by means of CVD occurs through the decompo-
sition of carbon-containing compounds on the surface of
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nanometer-sized transition metal particles, such as iron,
cobalt, or nickel, that act as catalyst for the decomposition
of the carbon source and simultaneously serve for the CNT
formation sites, upon which the CNT nucleate and grow.
Organometallic compounds of iron, such as ferrocene
(FeCp2) or iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5), were successfully
used as catalysts for the CNT synthesis [4].

During the recent years, many researchers were involved
in extensive theoretical and experimental investigation of
CNT [5–9] since these materials, because of their unique
cylindrical structure and their physical, chemical, mechan-
ical, and electronic properties, are potentially useful in
many applications in nanotechnology, electronics, optics,
and other fields of materials science, as well as in
architectural and biomedical field [10]. It is, therefore, not
surprising that the CNT are excellent candidates for electron
field emission sources, scanning probe tips, nanoelectronic
devises, energy storage, actuators, as well as for chemical
and biochemical sensors [11, 12].

The last years, CNT gained considerable attention in
electrochemistry for the production of electrodes, since
such electrodes have the ability to carry large current
densities providing, therefore, fast electron transfer kinetics
[13, 14]. Furthermore, the CNT electrodes have the
advantage of reduced reaction potential and minimum
surface fouling effects [15, 16]. The production of SWCNT
electrodes is complicated and therefore, the development of
such electrodes is somehow limited compared to that of
MWCNT electrodes, which show promising electrochemi-
cal properties since they illustrate high electrical conduc-
tivity and excellent mechanical strength [17, 18]. A search
in the literature revealed that many scientists carried out
electrochemical studies on synthesized CNT films for the
detection of either inorganic or organic compounds. In
some cases, a functional group was also attached to one
side of the nanotube film in order to facilitate the quick and
specific response of the electrode [19]. Some representative
articles are those of Xie et al. [20], Nguyen et al. [21], Ye et
al. [22], Lamas-Ardisana et al. [23], and Snider et al. [24],
in which synthesized MWCNT films were applied for the
detection of the Pb2+, NH3, glucose, p-aminophenol, and
insulin, respectively.

The aim of the present work is the fabrication of
MWCNT films and the investigation of their electrochem-
ical reactivity and sensitivity by means of CV and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). For this
purpose, two MWCNT electrodes with the same geometri-
cal area (1.0 cm2) were fabricated and tested. The
MWCNT1 and MWCNT2 films tested in the present work
were made up of silica substrate by the CVD procedure
using FeCp2 (1% w/w) as catalyst and ACN and BZ as
carbon source materials. In order to evaluate the electro-
chemical performance of the constructed electrodes in

organic solvent media, the standard redox system FeCp2
+/0

was probed in ACN (0.20 mol L−1 n-tetrabutylammonium
hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6)).

Experimental

Chemicals and solutions preparation

ACN (Merck, puriss grade) was distilled over Sicapent,
redistilled over potassium carbonate, and stored over
0.4 nm molecular sieves. The specific conductivity of the
purified ACN was found to be very small (5×10−8 S cm−1).
FeCp2 (Fluka, purum grade) was recrystallized twice from
heptane [25], while TBAPF6 (Fluka, purum grade) was
recrystallized twice from absolute ethanol and dried under
reduced pressure at room temperature for 12 h [26]. The
solids were stored under argon in Schlenk tubes. For the
electrochemical experiments, a concentrated solution of
TBAPF6 (0.2 mol L−1) in ACN was used for the
preparation of the dilute solution of FeCp2 (1×10−3 mol
L−1). All solutions were prepared under argon using
Schlenk techniques.

Apparatus

The CVs were recorded using a computer-controlled system
Zahner/IM6/6EX. The effect of the uncompensated resis-
tance iR (where the symbol i represents the current and R
the uncompensated resistance) was reduced by using the
positive feedback technique. The measurements were
carried out using a three-electrode cell configuration. The
working electrodes used were either MWCNT1, MWCNT2

(geometrical area of silica substrate 1.0 cm2), or glassy
carbon (GC; effective surface area 0.24 cm2); the counter
electrode was Pt plate, while the reference electrode was
Ag/AgCl (KCl saturated (sat.)). The real surface areas of
the produced MWCNT1 and MWCNT2 films were deter-
mined as 0.71 and 0.92 cm2, respectively. The measuring
cell used was a three-compartment cell designed to
minimize the distances between the electrodes having a
total solution volume of ∼20 mL. Before each measure-
ment process, the solution was purged with high purity
argon in order to eliminate interference from oxygen. The
CVs were recorded in the potential region from −0.5 to
+1.5 V vs Ag/AgCl (KCl sat.) with scan rates (v) ranging
from 0.02 to 0.12 V s−1. All measurements were carried out
at the room temperature (294.15±0.5 K).

The EIS experiments were performed with a computer-
controlled system Zahner/IM6/6EX. The EIS spectra were
recorded at the reduction potential of FeCp2 (E1/2=0.42–
0.45 V vs Ag/AgCl) by applying small AC amplitude
(10 mV) in a wide frequency range (from 0.1 Hz to 50 kHz)
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at the temperature of 294.15±0.5 K. All measurements
were performed on either MWCNT1, MWCNT2, or GC
working electrodes against the reference electrode Ag/AgCl
(KCl sat.), with Pt plate as counter electrode. The EIS
spectra were analyzed in order to determine the EIS
parameters using the software Thales (version 4.15).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures of the
produced MWCNT1 and MWCNT2 films were obtained on
a FEI/Philips (model XL30 ESEM) computer-controlled
scanning electron microscope with an accelerating voltage
of 10 kV and magnification factor of ×2000.

Preparation of the MWCNT films

Vertically aligned MWCNT (outer diameter ∼4.0 nm) were
selectively synthesized on silica (SiO2) substrate in a
furnace by catalytic CVD using FeCp2 (1% w/w) as catalyst
and either ACN or BZ as carbon sources. The FeCp2
solution was introduced to the furnace through a syringe
with a flow rate of 0.2 mL min−1 at the temperature of
900 °C. The synthesis process was performed using argon
as carrier gas. The scheme of CVD apparatus and the
catalyst method which was followed is reported in
previous published articles [27, 28]. The synthesized
MWCNT were characterized with SEM, thermogravimet-
ric analysis, Raman spectroscopy, and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM).

Results and discussion

Cyclic voltammetry

Representative CVs for the oxidation of FeCp2 in ACN
(0.2 mol L−1 TBAPF6) on MWCNT1, MWCNT2, and GC
working electrodes recorded in the potential range from
−0.5 to +1.5 V vs Ag/AgCl at v=0.08 V s−1 are shown in
Fig. 1. The electrochemical results for the investigated
electrodes are presented analytically in Table 1. In all cases,
the recorded CVs exhibit a pair of well-defined redox
waves which are ascribed to the reaction FeC p2

þ þ e� !
FeC p2. Two characteristics reveal the different electro-
chemical behavior of the FeCp2

+/0 couple on the investi-
gated electrodes, the peak potential separation (ΔΕ), and
the peak current (ip).

For all electrodes investigated, the variation of the peak
current with the square root of the scan rate was found to be
linear (an example is given in inset of Fig. 2), and the ratio
of the reductive current to the oxidative current (ip

red/ip
ox)

was nearly unity. The peak current was found to be constant
for several cycles indicating that there were no chemical
reactions coupled with the electron transfer process. It is,
however, obvious that the anodic and cathodic peak

currents are remarkably enhanced in the case of MWCNT1

and MWCNT2 electrodes compared to the peak currents
observed on GC electrode. This observation can be ascribed
to the increased active electrochemical surface area of the
synthesized MWCNT1 (0.71 cm2) and MWCNT2

(0.92 cm2) electrodes. In the potential region, where no
electron transfer between the solution and the working
electrode occurs, the observed current is the responsible
current for the formation at the interface (between solution
and electrode surface) of the electric double layer. Thus,
from the linear variation of the charging current with
the potential scan rate, the double layer capacitance (Cdl) of
the investigated MWCNT films can be determined. The
determined Cdl values found to vary with the following
order: MWCNT2 (∼0.8 μF)>MWCNT1 (∼0.2 μF)>GC
(∼0.1 μF). These values seem to agree with the Cdl values
obtained from the EIS data (Table 1). As it is well known,
the capacitance is directly proportional to the electrode
active surface area and inversely proportional to the width
of the charge separation layer. Consequently, the combined
effect of a slim charge separation layer and a large surface
electrode area leads to a high capacitance, which enables
the double layer capacitor to receive, store, and release
large supplies of electrical charge. The present results
indicate that both synthesized MWCNT films comprise
higher capacitances compared to that of the GC electrode.
However, among MWCNT2 and MWCNT1 electrodes, the
first electrode seems to be a greater capacitor, due to its
higher effective surface area (0.92 cm2) and its smaller
electrode thickness (∼19 μm; Fig. 3b). This ability of the
MWCNT2 film is probably connected to the restricted
“packing organization” of the aligned carbon nanotubes,
and thus to the higher degree of “disorder” which can be
observed in this electrode. To be precise, it has been
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Fig. 1 CVs recorded for FeCp2 (1×10−3 mol L−1) in ACN (0.2 mol
L−1 TBAPF6) on MWCNT1, MWCNT2, and GC electrodes at
v=0.08 V s−1
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observed from the SEM images that in changing the carbon
source material, the arrangement of the formed MWCNT
was modified. As it can be seen from the SEM images
given in Fig. 3, when ACN is used as carbon precursor, the
“packing organization” of the aligned MWCNT on the film
is quite enhanced (Fig. 3a), while the MWCNT arrange-
ment becomes rather worse when BZ is used as carbon
source material (Fig. 3b). It can be, therefore, concluded
that the high degree of “disorder” of MWCNT2 plays an
important role for the increase of its effective surface area
and thus its capacitance.

The anodic (Ep
ox) and cathodic (Ep

red) peak potentials of
the FeCp2

+/0 couple on MWCNT1 and MWCNT2 electro-
des differ and vary with the scan rate, and consequently, the
half-wave potentials (E1/2), taken as the average value of
Ep

ox and Ep
red [29], show some discrepancies. For example,

the determined E1/2 values at v=0.08 V s−1 for MWCNT1

and MWCNT2 electrodes lie at 0.437 V and 0.451 V vs
Ag/AgCl, respectively, while the E1/2 value obtained for
GC electrode is shifted toward less positive potentials
(E1/2=0.416 V vs Ag/AgCl; Table 1). Anyhow, the transfer
coefficient (a), determined from the relation: a ¼ Ep

�
ox �

E1=2Þ= Ep
ox � Ep

red
� �

[30], was found to be equal to 0.5 in
all cases. Not surprising, the investigated MWCNT electro-
des exhibit variable and quite large peak potential separa-
tions (ΔΕ>0.270 V) compared to the peak separation
observed for GC electrode (ΔΕ=0.079 V), which seems to
be very close to the expected theoretical value for a
reversible one electron transfer and diffusion-controlled
process (ΔΕ=0.060 V at 298.15 K). Since the peak
separation gives an estimation of the kinetic of the electron
transfer process and thus it can be used for the determina-
tion of the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant
(ks), one can initially consider that the smaller the peak
separation, the higher the electron transfer constant rate. It
is, though, possible that such large peak separation values
can also be attributed to uncompensated resistance effects,
which in this case seem to be rather significant. Since the
“slow” electron transfer kinetic does not depend on the
analyte concentration, in contrast to the uncompensated
resistance which is concentration-dependent, the two effects
were differentiated by running the experiments at different
concentrations. The results reveal that by increasing the
FeCp2 concentration even higher, ΔΕ values are obtained,
indicating, therefore, that the large ΔΕ values observed for
MWCNT films can be attributed to resistance that still
remains uncompensated. In this point, it must be mentioned
that during the experiments, only the 85% of the uncom-
pensated resistance was compensated in order to avoid
overcompensation and consequently, circuit oscillation.
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Fig. 2 CVs recorded on MWCNT2 electrode showing the effect of
the scan rate on the electrochemistry of FeCp2 (1×10−3 mol L−1) in
ACN (0.2 mol L−1 TBAPF6). Inset: the variation of the oxidative peak
current (ip

ox) with the square root of scan rate (v1/2) observed on
MWCNT2 electrode in the scan rate range from 0.02 to 0.12 V s−1

Table 1 Anodic (Ep
ox) and cathodic (Ep

red) peak potentials, peak
potential separations (ΔEp), anodic peak current (ip

ox), cathodic and
anodic peak current ratios (ip

red/ip
ox), half-wave potentials (E1/2),

transfer coefficients (a), heterogeneous electron transfer rate constants
(ks), charge transfer resistance (Rct), and double layer capacitance (Cdl)
for the oxidation of FeCp2 (1×10−3 mol L−1) in ACN (0.2 mol L−1

TBAPF6) on MWCNT1, MWCNT2, and GC electrodes at the scan
rate of v=0.08 V s−1

Electrode MWCNT1
d,e,f MWCNT2

d,e,g GC

Ep
ox/Va 0.575 0.710 0.455

Ep
red/Va 0.299 0.192 0.376

ΔEp/V 0.276 0.518 0.079

104 ip
ox/A 3.7 6.3 1.4

ip
red/ip

ox 0.95 0.95 0.99

E1/2/V
a 0.437 0.451 0.416

a 0.50 0.50 0.50

103 ks/cm s−1b,c 0.65 (1.10) 0.12 (0.20) 18.6 (23.5)

Rct/Ω 162 562 12.0

109 Cdl/F 167 910 154

a All potentials are reported vs Ag/AgCl (KCl sat.) reference electrode
b The ks values were determined from the relation given by Nicholson
[33]: y ¼ Do=DRð Þa=2ks npFvDo=RTð Þ�1=2, where ψ is kinetic
parameter, a the charge transfer coefficient, Do and DR the diffusion
coefficients of the oxidized and reduced species, respectively (Do≈DR,
Do=2.24×10

−5 cm2 s−1 ) [39], and n the number of the electrons
involved in the reaction (n=1)
c The ks values given in parenthesis were determined according to the
ψ parameters reported by Brett and Brett [40]
d The geometrical area of the fabricated MWCNT electrodes was
1.0 cm2

e The active surface areas of the MWCNT1 and MWCNT2 films were
0.71 and 0.92 cm2 , respectively
f The MWCNT1 electrode was produced by using ACN as carbon
source
g The MWCNT2 electrode was produced by using BZ as carbon
source
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Obviously, the ks values determined by using the obtained
ΔΕ values can provide only an approximate value of the
rate of the electron transfer process occurring on MWCNT
films. Anyhow, considering that the amount of the
resistance which was not compensated is approximately
the same for both MWCNT films (since the same
conditions were applied for the experiments), the difference
in ΔΕ values observed for these two films reflects their
dissimilar rates for the electron transfer process. Accord-
ingly, for informative reasons, the ks values were deter-
mined by following the treatment described by Nicholson
[31] (Table 1). The ks values suggest that the electron
transfer process on GC electrode is extremely faster ks≈
19×10−3 cm s−1 compared to the electron transfer proce-
dure occurs on either MWCNT1 ks≈0.7×10−3 cm s−1 or
MWCNT2 ks≈0.1×10−3 cm s−1 electrodes, which is
obviously fairly slow. It is, however, very interesting to
mention in this point that the greatest ΔΕ value, and thus
the smallest ks value, was observed for MWCNT2, which
was produced by using BZ as carbon source. MWCNT1,
which was produced upon decomposition of ACN, reveals
obviously smaller ΔΕ and consequently larger ks value.
These results can be connected to the different arrangement
and consequently the different degree of “disorder” of the
aligned MWCNT which was observed in these electrodes.
It is therefore probable that the “packing organization” of
the aligned MWCNT affects the electrochemical behavior
of the constructed electrodes, since it plays a main role for
the interactions between the electroactive compound and
the electrode.

The above CV results signify a reversible behavior of
FeCp2

+/0 couple on GC electrode while the process tends to
be quasireversible on either MWCNT1 or MWCNT2. The
single oxidation and reduction peaks for FeCp2 which have

been observed in the present work indicate that only one
type of FeCp2 exists in the investigated systems, namely the
bulk or “free” FeCp2. In contrast to the results found in the
present work, in the study of Zheng et al. [32] which has
been performed in aqueous solutions, double CV peaks of
FeCp2 were observed on MWCNT films, which were
assigned to be attributed to the bulk or “free” and adsorbed
FeCp2. According to that report, FeCp2 has a strong
adsorption capability on MWCNT electrodes, while its
ability to be adsorbed on GC is rather insignificant or
negligible. That behavior was assigned to be attributed to
the π–π interactions between FeCp2 and MWCNT [33].
Obviously, the present work confirms that FeCp2 exhibits
different behavior in organic solvent media, such as ACN,
than in aqueous solutions.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

EIS is an effective method to probe the interfacial
properties such as electron transfer resistance and double-
layer capacitance of the electrodes, and therefore, it was
considered useful to be used in order to complement the
characterization of the surfaces of the fabricated MWCNT
electrodes [34]. The EIS spectra (Nyquist plots) recorded
on MWCNT1, MWCNT2, and GC electrodes are presented
in Fig. 4. As it can be observed in Fig. 4, there are some
significant differences in the recorded EIS spectra.
Analytically, it can be observed that the Nyquist plot
obtained for GC electrode reveals a liner impedance
locus, namely a Warbung impedance response, with an
angle of about 45o to the zre-axis. The early increase of the
imaginary part of impedance and the absence of any
indication of a semicircle at high frequencies indicate that
the interfacial charge transfer process is very fast on the GC

Fig. 3 Typical SEM images of MWCNT electrodes synthesized by
means of CVD upon decomposition of ACN (a) and BZ (b), using
FeCp2 as catalyst (1% w/w; the SEM pictures were obtained with an

accelerating voltage of 10 kV and magnification factor of ×2000). The
average thickness of the synthesized MWCNT film was ∼28 μm
(ACN) and ∼19 μm (BZ)
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electrode [35]. Such response is indicative of a reversible
diffusion-controlled electron transfer process [36]. This
behavior confirms that the heterogeneous charge transfer
rate constant (ks) of the FeCp2

+/0 redox couple on GC
electrode must be greater than 0.01 cm s−1. However, the
Nyquist plots obtained for the investigated MWCNT1 and
MWCNT2 electrodes show the appearance of a very well
defined semicircle terminating to a line. In details, the EIS
spectra include a semicircle portion, observed at higher
frequencies, that corresponds to the electron transfer limited
process, followed by a linear part, characteristic of the
lower frequency, attributable to a diffusionally limited
electron transfer [37]. The respective semicircle diameter,
which can be obtained by extrapolation of the semicircles
on the zre-axis, corresponds to the charge transfer resistance
(Rct) at the electrode surface. Such parameter provides an
estimation not only of the response of the electron transfer
but also of the sensitivity of the electrode. According to the
theory, the development of such semicircles exhibit a
barrier for the interfacial electron transfer and it can be
attributed to an increase of the passivity of the surface of
the electrode through a film formation, namely the
formation of a coating. The presence of a coating at the
electrode surface is expected to slow down the interfacial
charge transfer kinetics, which is reflected by an increase of
the electron transfer resistance. Anyhow, the appearance
of semicircle can be also attributed to partial degradation of
the MWCNT film on the surface of the SiO2 substrate [38].

The experimental impedance data were fitted according
to the Randles electrical circuit model. The Randles circuit,
shown in the inset of Fig. 4, is used very often in order to
describe electron transfer reactions at a planar electrode/

film surface and includes a resistance in series with a
parallel combination of a capacitive path and charge
transfer path. The series resistance (Rs) represents the
resistance of the electrolyte fluid plus the resistance of
cables and wires connecting the electrode to the instrument,
the double-layer capacitance (Cdl) is made up of charges in
working electrode and ions in the solution, the charge-
transfer resistance (Rct) represents current flow via redox
reactions at the electrode–fluid interface (is kinetically
controlled), and W is a Warburg impedance element which
arises physically from mass transport limits of ions in the
solution (is mass-transfer controlled). The chosen equiva-
lent circuit was found to fit the experimental impedance
values. As can be seen in Fig. 5, in which a representative
Bode plot obtained for the MWCNT1 electrode is pre-
sented, the experimental and the simulated values seem to
agree, confirming, therefore, that the Randles equivalent
circuit represents the investigated systems. Anyhow, the
obtained error from the simulation of the experimental EIS
data by using the Randles circuit was found to be about
0.2% in all cases, and therefore, it can be considered
acceptable. The determined EIS parameters are included in
Table 1. The Cdl values decrease with the following order:
MWCNT2 (0.910 μF)>MWCNT1 (0.167 μF)>GC
(0.154 μF). The Cdl values slightly differ from the
corresponding Cdl values determined from the CVs (see
below). The extracted results suggest MWCNT2 as the
greater capacitor, probably because of its higher effective
surface area (0.92 cm2) and its smaller electrode thickness
(19 μm) which both result from the high degree of
“disorder” of the aligned carbon nanotubes on the surface
of this film. The Rct values were found to decrease with the
following order: MWCNT2 (Rct=562 Ω)>MWCNT1 (Rct=
162 Ω)>GC (Rct=12 Ω). The results indicate that the
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tendency for the electron transfer is amplified on going
from MWCNT2 to GC electrode. In this point, it must
be mentioned that similar trend was observed through
the determined ks values from the CV data (see above). It
can be, therefore, concluded that the high degree of
“disorder” on the surface of MWCNT2 film leads to
weakening of the interactions between the electroactive
compound and the electrode and consequently, results to
interruption of the electron transfer.

Conclusions

The aim of the present research was to study the
electrochemical properties of MWCNT films created on
silica substrate by means of CVD, using either ACN or BZ
as carbon sources and FeCp2 as catalyst. The electrochem-
ical properties of the produced MWCNT films were
investigated with the methods of CV and EIS by probing
the FeCp2

+/0 couple in ACN. FeCp2 was successfully
detected at the synthesized MWCNT films. The half-wave
potential of the FeCp2

+/0 couple shifts positively, and the
peak current remarkably increases on the synthesized
MWCNT electrodes compared to the GC electrode. SEM
images revealed that the degree of the “packing organiza-
tion” of the aligned carbon nanotubes on the film created
upon decay of ACN is much greater compared to that
produced upon decomposition of BZ. The last incident
affects the extent of the interactions between FeCp2 and
electrodes and consequently, influences the electrochemical
properties of the created films. The results indicated that the
high-ordered MWCNT1 reveals smaller charge transfer
resistance and behaves as weaker capacitor compared to
the less-ordered MWCNT2, which causes higher Rct and
works as better capacitor.
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